
Permaculture consulting for your property
   

"Thanks to the comprehensive and detailed advice we received from Barbara and Erich, 
we have been able to avoid a lot of costly mistakes!"

"The consultancy has given wings to our vision. Now it will be easy to take the 
next steps on our own."

We advise on the analysis, conceptualisation, design, layout and possible restructuring
of planted, agricultural or tourist properties as well as run-down land. 

The individual and always integrative consultation shows what needs to be done to
invite life into one's own property and bring it to full bloom, to achieve energy self-
sufficiency, to close and regenerate water and other life-centred cycles, and how these

can be meaningfully connected.

We will help you to read the landscape and, in the spirit of Permaculture, recommend
the most effective interventions and cost-effective conversions based on a

comprehensive analysis, with the aim of stopping erosion in the long term, building humus,
creating effective fire protection and designing and building irrigation systems, including

natural ponds. We can also help with plant care by identifying beneficial plant
combinations for your 'edible landscape'.

A 2-3 hour consultation, including travel to site, viewing, discussing, analysing and
sketching costs €250.

On request, individual installations can also be developed on site. For example, a grey
water treatment plant, irrigation systems, composting toilets, adapted biogas plants, etc.

Costs are calculated on a time basis.
 

Barbara Elisabeth Graf, Master of Science ETH in Architecture (MSc ETHZ Arch), 
Dipl. Perm.Des. SARI Australia Institut, Founder and Prof. of the Autonomous Academy

for Permaculture AUTarcaMatricultura

Erich Alfried Graf, Master in Electrical Engineering and Information Technology ETH
Zurich (MSc EEIT), Dipl. Perm.Des. SARI Australia Institut, Founder and Prof. of the

Autonomous Academy for Permaculture AUTarcaMatricultura

AUTarcaMatricultura - Autonomous Permaculture Academy
Camino La Ermita 26, 38780 Tijarafe, La Palma, Canary Islands, Spain

E-mail: autarca@matricultura.org
Phone: +34 922 49 02 15,   Telegram / WhatsApp / Signal: +34 634 359 123

We recommend the AUTarcaMatricultura Permaculture Design Course (PDC 72h) to people
who want to actively shape the Permaculture vision and represent 

the protected term ‘Permaculture’ as a quality label.

"Permaculture is an intelligent way of living, working, exploring and acquiring a livelihood
that makes you independent, creates an oxygen-rich, lush, healthy world for all living

beings and rebuilds a resilient economy." Barbara Graf
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